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into the stage 2 position, then about another axis to fold the array into the stage 1
position. To make this design physically achievable, either the bus dimensions, the
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Figure 2: Deployment Stages
array dimensions or the location of the folds needs to be altered. An example of this
is shown in ﬁgure 4.
Figure 3: Finite Element model of a 3D fold in a tape spring
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Figure 4: Alteration of the fold location
The deployment of tape springs has been studied by Cambridge University, and the
Deployable Structures Lab in Cambridge, UK [7]. However, this research has focused
on the deployment dynamics of tape springs in two dimensions. Therefore, before
the deployment of this array could be modelled, the deployment dynamics of tape
springs in three dimensions needs to be determined. Before this can be achieved it is
important to understand the folding dynamics of tape springs.
Analysis Background
Tape springs are deﬁned as thin metallic strips with a curved cross section, which
has the key property that it is continuous (i.e. contains no mechanical hinges or other